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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

Furniture and hardware for furniture constituting, when 
assembled, a convertible and collapsible table bench con— 
sisting primarily in a pair of similar, widely spaced, sub 
stantially rigid end frames connected together by trans 
versely disposed seat and table back slabs, each formed 
by bending an elongated metal member to comprise a 
rear, npstanding-table-supporting section, an intermedi 
ate, downwardly disposed ground~engaging section, and an 
upstanding seat-supporting section disposed forwardly and 
below the table support section, and where all of the re 
cited elements of each frame lie substantially in a common 
plane and are unmoveable out of said plane, and further 
characterized by the table-supporting structure of each 
frame having a slab bar pivoted thereto on an axis nor 
mal to the planes of the frames, with means for locking 
said bars to said rear upstanding sections, both in hori 
zontal table position and also in downwardly swung, near 
vertical bench back position. 

This invention relates to dual purpose furniture and 
more particularly to a portable structure having selective 
utility as a bench-equipped table and as a bench equipped 
with a comfortable back rest, which in addition is col 
lapsible into compact form. 

Furniture of this character is useful in picnic and park 
areas, school rooms, lunch rooms and auditoriums as well 
as a piece of yard furniture for home owners interested 
in picnics, barbecues and seating facilities. 

It is an object of our present invention to provide a 
portable bench and table assembly of sturdy construction 
which may be readily converted from an outdoor bench 
and picnic table combination to an outdoor bench having 
a comfortable back rest, and wherein said structure may 
be readily collapsed for compact storage or shipment. 
Another object is the provision of a convertible table 

bench structure of the class described which has a mini 
mum number of parts, is inexpensive to manufacture and 
efficient in operation, and wherein conversion from a 
table with single bench, to a back rest bench, may be 
very readily and quickly achieved without use of tools. 
A further important object is the construction and pro 

vision of hardware and certain component parts for a con 
vertible table-back rest bench wherein the hardware and 
certain small parts may be sold in the form of a compact 
kit packaged in a minimum amount of space and through 
the purchase of which a home owner or other purchaser 
by purchase of certain speci?ed pieces of lumber, may 
readily complete, set up and use the device in “do-it 
yourself” style. 
The simple and e?icient construction of our convertible 

furniture unit enables the essential components to be con 
structed of metal and to be compactly packaged, dis 
played, sold and shipped in shallow boxes or containers 
of a depth not over 2% inches and wherein the length 
and width dimensions are approximately 26 x 28 inches. 
When the kit hardware is purchased, by purchase of a 
few pieces of standard lumber, the user can set up and 
assemble the fruniture in full size for use as a bench and 
table for picnics, schools and the like and varying in 
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lengths as desired (according to lengths of the pieces of 
lumber) and may readily convert the picnic table struc 
ture with bench to a comfortable bench per se with back 
rest. The device so assembled may be readily collapsed 
into a shallow, unitary structure adapted for storage in 
small space and for portability by car or station wagon. 
The foregoing and other objects and important advan 

tages of our invention will more fully appear from the 
following description made in conjunction with the ac 
companying drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a rear end perspective view of an embodi 
ment of our invention assembled for bench and table use; 

FIG. 2 is a rear end perspective of the same structure 
converted to a bench having a comfortable, upstanding 
back rest; 

FIG. 3 is a front elevation of our structure set up for 
table and plain bench use; 

FIG. 4 is an end elevation of the same showing in dotted 
lines the conversion of the furniture structure to a com 
fortable bench with back rest; 

FIG. 5 is a front elevation showing the structure with 
locking pins removed in partially collapsed position and 
showing the manner of collapsing; and 

FIG. 6 is an exploded detail view on a larger scale 
' showing one of the table support bars and its relation 

ship with the uppermost supporting end of one of the end 
frames. 

Referring now in detail to the embodiment of our in 
vention illustrated, we provide a pair of identical end 
frames indicated as entireties by the letter F, each hav 
ing a horizontal, elongated, ground-engaging section 8; 
an upstanding rear supporting section 9, and a forwardly 
declined, substantially diagonal table-supporting arm 10. 
Table-supporting arms 10 are interconnected with the up 
standing sections 9 on the two frames by curved, for 
wardly extending frame portions 10a which constitute 
the uppermost elements of the frame ends. 
Each end frame F, preferably integrally formed of 

tubular stock, also has an upstanding forward section 
11 curved rearwardly at its upper portion and terminating 
in a horizontal arm 12 positioned at proper height above 
ground-engaging section 8 for convenience support of 
seat or bench. The end frames F are preferably con 
structed of tubular metal such as certain aluminum alloys 
containing nickel which have resiliency with adequate sta 
bility to prevent the elements from being bent out of shape 
by strains to which they are to be subjected. 
A bench slab 13 is an essential component of our struc 

ture but may be supplied by the purchaser from stock 
lumber available at any lumber yard. As shown, the slab 
comprises one piece of lumber of adequate width to corn 
fortably seat the users. Slab 13 as shown is reinforced at 
three areas transversely of its length by lumber strips 14. 
A pair of clamps 15 of U-shaped construction having 

attachment feet 15;: are employed at each end beneath the 
slab 13, surrounding spaced portions of the support arm 
12 to secure the seat between the two arms of the two 
opposed frames F. The attachment feet have screws or 
other means (not shown) for securing the same to the ap 
propriate portions of the slab 13. With this connection it 
will be seen that relative rotative movement between the 
horizontal supporting arms 12 and the clamps 15 is pro 
vided for. 

Referring now to our convertible table top and bench 
back rest, an elongated slab 15 which may be in the form 
of a standard, wide piece of lumber or two or more pieces 
placed side-by-side in accordance with the length of slab 
13 and that desired for the combination furniture is pro 
vided. This slab, in the position shown in FIGS. 1, 3, and 
4, constitutes the table top for the furniture and is then 
held in substantially horizontal position through simple 
elements now to be described. Slab 16 may be trans— 
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versely reinforced by a plurality (shown as 3) of wooden 
or metal strips 17, spaced as shown clearly in FIGS-1 
and 2. On the underside of the two end portions prefer 
ably underlying the end reinforcing slats 17, we provide a 
pair‘ of straight, transverse supporting bars'lgv preferably 
of tubular metal construction. These bars 18 are rotative 

' 1y connected with the table top through U-shaped clips 19 
of the same construction as the clips or clamps 15 used 
in connection of the bench seat with the supporting arms 
12, said clips having attachment feet 19a secured by 
screws or the like to the underside of the table top, pref 
erably to the appropriate slots 17. 

Intermediately in the lengths of the two support bars 
18 a transverse aperture ‘180 is formed for receiving a 
?xed pivot bolt 20in addition to the hole 180 for receiv 
ing the pivot pin each of the support arms 18 is provided 
With a pair of locking-pin receiving holes 180 and 18b 
clearly shown in the detail view of FIG. 6. 
The uppermost portion 10a of each end frame is pro~ 

vided with a corresponding number of apertures; ?rst 
a central pivot aperture c through which (and the aper 
ture 8c of the bar) a nutted bolt or other ?xed pivot ele- ' 
ment is adapted to be passed; secondly, an aperture a 
spaced the same distance from aperture c as between 
apertures 8a and 180 of the supporting bar; and lastly, 
an aperture b which is spaced from pivot aperture 0 the 
same'distance as the space between apertures 18c and 18b 
of the support bar. When the support bars 18 are pivotally 
mounted on the end. frames as shown in all of the views 
of the drawings with the exception of FIG. 6, a remov 
able, elongate, locking pin 21 which is preferably secured 
at its outer end by a ?exible element such as a chain 22 
to the intermediate portion of the upstanding element 19a 
of the frame is employed to selectively lock the table top 
16 in two different positions. 
When the pin 21 is passed through apertures a and 18a 

with the support bars then horizontally disposed, the table 
top is ?rmlylocked in horizontal position. When the pin 
is removed and the table top is swung into diagonal posi 
tion, as shown in FIGS. 2 and (in dotted line) 4, aper 
tures b and 18b become aligned and the pin may then be 
inserted through the two to lock the bars and the table top 
into the position shown in FIG. 2. The table top is then 
properly positioned for a comfortable back rest to the 
bench. ' 

The last essential component of our novel structure is 
.a bracing medium for interconnecting the two leg frames 
to hold and lock the same upright in use. In the illustrated 
embodiment ‘a simple X-brace X is employed which may 
be made of two narrow boards or metal strips pivoted 
centrally together on a common pivot such as a nutted 
bolt 23 and having connection at their ends with apertured 
portions near top and bottom of .the elongated rear sec 
tions 9 of the two end frames F.‘ Connection is made by 
bolts 24, as shown, having wing nuts 25 removably and 
threadedly secured thereto. It will of course be understood 
that where the hardware only of our inventive structure is 
sold as a kit, the purchaser will obtain standard wooden 
strips or the like at a lumber supply center, but the nutted 
bolts ‘and wing nuts will be furnished as part of the hard 
ware. 
From the foregoing, the construction and probably the 

operation and utility as well as strength of our combina 
tion furniture will be apparent. . 

However, we wish to emphasize the simplicity of‘ con 
struction and the durability and rigidity of the assembled 
device. ' x 

The bench slab 13 and its simple connection with the 
rigid horizontal bars 12 of the bench support, through 
the swingable clamps 15, provides a very rigid intercon 

, nection and brace for the forward portions of the frame 
ends. Likewise, the connection of the combined table and 
back slab 16 rigidly interconnects the uppermost ends of 
the upstanding rear legs 9 of the device. Cross or other 
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4 
bracing of the said two rear legs 9 is essential to main 
tain the ensemble in upstanding position. 
As previously recited, to convert the pinic table and 

bench into a comfortable park bench with back rest, it is 
only necessary to remove the locking pins 21 of the two 
frames from the position shown in FIGS. 1 to 4 of the 
drawings and then swing the table top 16 downwardly on 
its pivot to the tilted upstanding position shown in FIG. 
2 and in dotted lines in FIG. 4, to a point where the aper 
tures c of the frame members are in alignment with the 
apertures 18b of the supporting bars 8. The pins are then 
inserted with the parts aligned as described. 
To very compactly collapse the combinative structure 

for transportation or storage, the X-frarne comprising the 
crossed wooden bars X are detached at their ends by re 
moval of the wing nuts 25 whereupon as illustrated in 
FIG. 5, the leg structure will be'swung relative to the two 
sets of securing clamps 15 and 19, swinging taking place on 
horizontal axes extending transversely of bencch 13 and 
the table top 16. ‘ 

FIG. 5 shows the structure partially collapsed but it 
will be understood and readily apparent that further col 
lapsing brings the table top or rather the transverse slat 17 
into contact. 

From'the foregoing description it will be seen that we 
have provided an economical and highly efficient portable 
bench-equipped table for’use also as a bench with back 
rest, capable of economical manufacture and rigid and 
sturdy in construction while utilizing a minimum number 
of parts. . 
Our dual purpose furniture is particularly well adapted 

for sale to “do-it-yourself” trade in compact kit form 
wherein all metal parts necessary for the completed fur 
niture are supplied. ' ' 

It will of course be‘ understood that various changes 
may be made in the form, arrangement of parts and de 
tails and the use of equivalencies without departing from 
the scope of our invention. 
The term “slab” as used in the appended claims sig 

ni?es broadly any structure which may comprise one piece 
of heavy sheet material such as lumber or composition 
as well as a structure‘made up of several pieces or strips 
interconnected to form a generally rectangular slab-like 
construction. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A convertible table-bench structure having in com 

bination, ' 
a pair of similar, widely spaced, substantially rigid end 

frames, each formed by bending, elongated metal 
member to comprise a rear, upstanding table-slab-su 
porting section, . 

a lower intermediate ground-engaging section, 
and an upstanding seat-supporting section disposed for 

wardly of and at‘ a lower level than said ?rst section, 
all of said recited elements of each of said frames lying 

substantially in a common plane and substantially 
unmovable out of said plane, 

said upstanding table-slab-supporting section of each 
frame having a. slab-bar pivoted thereto on an axis 
substantially normal to the. plane of said frame, 

an elongated slab secured to and across said bars, 
means for locking said bars to said rear, upstanding sec 

tions in a horizontal table position and also in a close 
to-vertical bench back position, . 

and a seat secured transversely across the seat-support 
ing sections of said two frames, the table slab extend 
ing downwardly to approximately said seat when said 
slab bars are locked to said frames in substantially 
vertical relation. 

2. The structure set forth in claim 2 wherein the upper 
portion of said table-slab-supporting section of each of 
said end frames includes a substantially horizontal top por 
tion and a depending extremity arm declined somewhat’ 
from the vertical, ‘ ‘ 
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and wherein its top bars disposed transversely of the 
table slab are medially pivoted to the uppermost 
structure of said slab-supporting section on a com 
mon axis extending longitudinally of said table slab, 

means associated with said last mentioned top bars and 
the upper portion of its associated frame section for 
locking said top bars with the table slab hingedly 
connected thereto in substantially horizontal posi 
tion, 

and means associated with the depending extremities 
of the upper portions of the associated table support 
ing section for locking said slab and the bars con 
nected therewith in parallel relation to said depend 
ing inclined section extremities whereby in such 
locked position the top bars and the slab connected 
therewith will be positioned in the position of a back 
rest for said seat. 

3. The structure set forth in claim 1 further charac 
terized by the pivoted top bars for said slab-supporting 
sections, each having a horizontal aperture therethrough 
spaced a predetermined distance from the axis of the 
pivotal connection and outwardly thereof, and having a 
second aperture spaced at predetermined distance inward 
ly of said pivot axis, 

and the topmost portion of said associated frame sec 
tion having an aperture extending outwardly of the 
axis of said pivot at the same predetermined distance 
as the distance of the pivot axis of said top bar to 
said outer aperture and having a second aperture ex 
tending through the depending declined extremity of 
the upper section and at the same predetermined dis 
tance from said pivot axis as the second aperture in 
said top bar whereby swinging of said top bars on 
said pivot will enable the respective ?rst and second 
sets of apertures to be aligned, 

and a removable locking pin insertable alternately in 
the said cooperating pairs of apertures in said top 
bars and said uppermost portions of said slab-sup 
porting sections, 

4. Hardware components for use in the construction of 
a picnic type bench-table convertible to a bench with a 
back rest, having in combination, 

a pair of end frames adapted to be widely spaced and 
opposed in use constructed of substantially rigid ma 
terial, and each comprising a lower ground-engaging 
section; an upstanding elongated rear section for sup 
porting a table slab, and a shorter upstanding forward 
section for supporting a ?at bench-seat, 

said end frames each being integrally formed from a 
bent, elongated metal member and lying substantially 
in a plane and substantially undeformable from said 
plane, 

the last mentioned sections of said frames having in 
wardly extending, rigidly connected horizontal top 
bars, 

attachment means for each of said top bars adapted 
to surround in each instance, a respective top bar 
to hingedly connect the same with the underside of 
the ?at seat, 

said rear upstanding sections of each of said frames 
each having a substantially horizontal top portion 
and a rigidly connected, depending arm extending 
inwardly and downwardly from said top portion, 
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an independent transversely extending top bar for each 

of said rear upstanding sections, said top bars being 
intermediately and pivotally connected with the tops 
of said rear upstanding sections on a common axis, 
said axis extending longitudinally of the overall struc 
ture when set up and normal to the planes of said 
frames, 

attachment means for hingedly interconnecting said last 
mentioned independent top bars transversely of a 
table slab whereby said top bars and slab may be dis 
posed horizontally above the top of said rear up 
standing sections or alternatively in a lowered up 
standing relation substantially parallel to said de 
pending arm elements, 

and means associated with at least one of said table 
supporting sections for locking and retaining said 
table slab in substantially horizontal position and 
for alternatively locking and retaining said table 
slab in upstanding lowered relation as a back rest for 
said ?at seat. 

5. The structure set forth in claim 4 wherein said end 
frames are constructed as by bending from an integral, 
elongated piece of material having substantial rigidity but 
some resiliency, particularly in the elongated portions 
thereof, 

said means for alternatively locking and retaining said 
table slab in substantially horizontal and also upstand 
ing positions constituting a pair of apertured portions 
in said independent top bar disposed at opposite sides 
of the pivotal connection of said top bar with the top 
of the rear upstanding section, 

a pair of cooperating apertured portions, one in the 
top of said rear upstanding section and the other near 
the lower end of said depending arm, said cooperating 
pairs of apertured portions being aligned when said 
top bar is in substantially horizontal position and in 
its downwardly swung position, parallel with said de~ 
pending arm, 

and a removable locking pin insertable through either 
set of cooperating apertured portions. 

6. The structure set forth in claim 4 further character 
ized by detachable fastening means for rigidly securing the 
ends of a cross brace across the rear upstanding table 
supporting sections of said two end frames when the same 
are spaced apart the desired distance and in erect position 
to thereby rigidify the entire structure. 
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